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Nobles Railways Industry Company

Nobles Railways Industry Company was established to bring a fresh approach and new dimension 
into Sudanese and African railway industries and implement new technologies and standards since 
the international market requires the construction and rehabilitation of current railways lines.

To provide a full range of 
railway services with the 
highest level of quality and 
technology.

To caters to top industry players 
by providing dedicated top tier 
services.

to bring a fresh approach and 
new dimension into Sudanese 
and African railway industries

ObjectivesVisionMission

Technical Capabilities

Nobles Railways Industry Co. has a flexible 
infrastructure, with sufficient and efficient 
resources, specialized professionals, and skilled 
workers, with alliances already in place to design 
and implement the best solutions required 
by the railway industry.

Some of the Specialised Machinery that we use:
- Diesel-powered Maintenance Railway car
- Mobile Flash Butt rail welding machine

-Conctete plank production facility
- Highly skilled team of technicians and 
engineers
- Track Renewal Systems
- Diggers, Loaders, and Rail movers.
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Company Achievements:

In  short amount of time Nobles Railways Industry has become the leading railway services 

company in Sudan. This is due to our dedication to advancing the railservices specifically in Sudan 

and Africa as a whole. We have been able to renovate and lay down over 500km of railroad all over 

Sudan, linking vital production centers to Port Sudan where the folow of exports provides a steady 

stream of income supporting national economy. 

- Khartoum - Atbara railway line with a length of 

313km. All Components were provided and 

instaled by nobles railway. This was not simple a 

renovation as everything in the line was 

replaced.

- Babanusa - Abu Jabra railway line spanning 
130km, running parallel to the old line with 
completely new parts.

- Atbara - Port Sudan railway line spanning 
503km. The project required the replacement of 
all rails as well as installing new concrete planks. 
This is considered one of the major 
achievements in the railway industry in Sudan.

- Khartoum State passenger trains project. This 

was executed in partnership with the Khartoum 
State Government and the Naitional Railway 
Authority to provide a solution to public 
transport shortages in the capital. Nobles 
Railways has implemented all the infrastructure 
for the project as well as providing the railway 
engines and passenger cars.

Some Featured projects:

Nobles Railways Industry Company
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Al Mogran, Jamaa Avenue, Sahel & Sahara Tower, Khartoum, Sudan.

Hotline: 40404
+249 183 746 364
+249 183 746 351

info@noblesgroupco.om
www.noblesgroupco.com
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